Abstract-This paper describes a reusable approach using automatic use case scenario generation to specify system of systems (SoS) behaviors. The approach leverages the Monterey Phoenix (MP) language and tools, which extend current methods significantly by making a larger number of SoS use case scenario variants available to SoS analysts. Having described how MP structures behavior models to accomplish this task in previous papers, this paper provides model-building details and advice that takes readers through the approach so they may repeat it on a SoS of their own interest. A simplified SoS model of three systems interacting in a humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HADR) scenario is used to demonstrate the approach. The HADR example highlights the model structure features that enable automatic SoS use case scenario generation, and supporting descriptions of each part of the model are provided. The paper concludes with a summary and brief discussion of ongoing research areas that support bringing this approach into the mainstream of system of systems engineering practice.
I. INTRODUCTION
A fundamental challenge in System of Systems (SoS) Engineering (SoSE) is predicting the behavior of the operational SoS [1] . Early identification of emergent behaviors-particularly those that are unexpected or unwanted-contributes to reduction of program cost and schedule risk [2] . Studying system and SoS behaviors in advance of operations typically involves generating use cases using a graphical approach (as is done using drawing tools), an executable approach (as is done using simulation tools), or a combination of both. Creating executable models increases human understanding of system and SoS behaviors that emerge, as models can then be executed over a number of conditions to study various outcomes. However, many of today's system behavior models are over-constrained [3] [4] , suppressing behaviors that should be addressed early in design. Monterey Phoenix (MP) is a SoS engineering approach and tool with a demonstrated ability to automatically generate comprehensive sets of use cases containing many more behaviors than other methods in use today [2] [3] . The gamechanging analysis value of these comprehensive sets of use cases is the following: the scenarios not only contain wanted behaviors, but have also uncovered unwanted behaviors including incorrect, hazardous, or otherwise undesirable behaviors in SoS designs [2] [5] . In each of the cases summarized in [2] , these emergent behaviors would have been difficult to find using manual use case generation alone, and prompted the identification of new system requirements. Furthermore, the comprehensive sets of MP-generated use cases are scope-complete, containing the exhaustive set of possible combinations of behaviors and interactions among the modeled systems up to a scope limit (the scope is the number of iterations allowed for parts of the behavior models containing loops). The scope-complete aspect of the automatically generated use cases, further described in [2] [3] [4] , enables another significant analysis value: the ability to test the SoS model for the presence or absence of behaviors of concern up to the specified scope. After demonstrating these features on a simple SoS model for authentication, this paper argues for automatic use case scenario generation as a standard and regular practice in SoS engineering, and provides an implementation approach and template for doing so using SoS behavior models.
II. CURRENT APPROACHES
System and SoS behavior modeling approaches include system dynamics (SD), agent-based modeling (ABM), and discrete event modeling & simulation approaches using languages such as Systems Modeling Language (SysML), Enhanced Functional Flow Block Diagram (EFFBD), and Lifecycle Modeling Language (LML). SD involves modeling control and feedback in system processes. ABM describes agent behaviors and interactions among other agents and with the environment. SysML provides for sequence, activity, use case and state machine diagrams -all different viewpoints of behavior [2] . EFFBDs and LML Action Diagrams are functionally similar to SysML activity diagrams, but have a different notational presentation. Other formal modeling approaches are described in [4] and [6] . What makes MP distinct from all of these approaches is its exhaustive computation of all possible behaviors up to a specified scope, and that the output from MP (generated use case scenarios) has the potential to substantially improve the scenario coverage of models generated using the other paradigms [3] . MP is not a competing framework, but stands to offer a step function in improvement to SoSE analyses performed in other frameworks when used for the scenario generation behind those analyses.
Today's manually generated use cases are usually not only inadequate in scenario coverage, but subject to completeness and consistency errors resulting from multiple authors of different scenarios and/or human error. Traditional systems design approaches typically utilize anticipated steady-state design points as the basis for organizing the engineering effort. This has been used for decades in application to naval ship design, for example, as ships are complex enough to design and analyze, let alone trying to estimate performance for a myriad of off-design situations. Application of robust design or design of experiments and response surface methods can allow investigation over variations of design parameters, but are again limited to bounded regions of variables used for design and analysis. Though these methods attempt to provide a more comprehensive exploration of the design space in order to attempt to meet the real needs of the customers or stakeholders, they are limited in scope to pre-determined variable limits, and can miss design point possibilities that are outside the bounds of actual operational variations. Applying methods that can consider a wide set of use cases could provide crucial customer or stakeholder needs consideration by ensuring that their expectations will be met in any solution developed using a more comprehensive set of use case scenarios / specifications.
An efficient systems synthesis and analysis allocation of activities within a work breakdown structure requires consideration of whether each design or analysis task should be allocated to a human or to a machine. Automatic use case generation focuses the human effort on analytical thinking and verification and validation (V&V) tasks, and the machine effort on handling large amounts of information correctly and consistently. In the case of use case scenario generation, human effort expended on manual and repetetive drawing of many boxes-and-arrows diagrams should be minimized. Instead, humans should specify the alternative behaviors of systems and general rules governing their interactions, followed by an inspection of automatically generated boxesand-arrows diagrams for errors and improvement opportunities using biological pattern detection skills. This approach makes better use of the human's ability for drawing on experience to tell a "good" scenario from a "bad" one. Section III precisely lays out a reusable approach for collaborative human-machine use case scenario generation, which allocates tasks to the human or to the machine to maximize the strengths of each.
III. EXAMPLE APPLICATION OF MP USE CASE SCENARIO GENERATION & SOS BEHAVIOR ANALYSIS
Comprehensive use case scenario generation with MP is demonstrated using a SoS model for a humanitarian assistance and disaster relief (HADR) scenario, in which assistance and relief efforts are supported by an unmanned aerial system (UAS). Fig. 1 shows a spider diagram of the SoS physical hierarchy, with the systems in the scope of this demonstration model highlighted in yellow.
A. Mission Overview
There are many different operational models for HADR missions. Civilian agencies typically simplify HADR into three phases: preparation, immediate response and reconstruction [7] while the military uses other campaign and operation level joint doctrine phasing models. This example will focus on the immediate response phase of a civilian model, employing a Group 3 UAS consisting of a Ground Control Station (GCS), a launcher, a recovery system, and an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV). The UAS will be operated by two personnel: the GCS Operator (X.S.2 in Fig.1 ), in charge of operating the GCS, controlling the UAV while airborne and coordinating with external units; and the Ground Crew (X.S.3 in Fig. 1 ), responsible for UAV pre-flight, launch and recovery. The other systems depicted in Fig. 1 also each play a role in the HADR mission, but for the purposes of brevity are beyond the scope of the example to follow. The mission is composed of the following phases: staging, mission planning, preflight, ingress, on-station, egress, and postflight. The following example will focus on just one phase (on-station), to further contain the example length.
The on-station phase begins when the UAV reaches the assigned operational area to begin the mission.
• GCS Operator monitors system health and flight path.
• UAV follows the search pattern, conducting aerial reconnaissance.
• UAV transmits real-time video to GCS Operator.
• If a target is detected, UAV sends target info to GCS Operator.
• If target info is received, GCS Operator assesses the target and decides whether to monitor the target or command the UAV to resume searching.
The on-station phase ends when the UAV reaches bingo fuel (just enough fuel to safely return to base), or the on-station time period has concluded, or the GCS Operator has otherwise commanded the UAV to return to base. If a failure mode occurs in any phase, a failsafe mode is triggered to respond to the particular failure that occurred (e.g., communication loss, GPS navigation loss, control surface failure). 
B. Manual Use Case Scenario Generation
Using typical office automation software like PowerPoint or Visio, or more powerful and engineering-capable tools like MagicDraw or Innoslate, a manual generation of diagrams that describes these behaviors may follow. Fig. 2 shows an example of a manually created sequence diagram depicting one of the possible outcomes described in the narrative -the case in which the UAV finds a target, monitors it, and is commanded to return to base after reaching bingo fuel.
All the remaining mission variants may be likewise manually created from the narrative, but if created separately, may have inconsistencies resulting from human error, or certain scenario variants may be altogether overlooked. When the number of scenario variants is small, as in this deliberately simplified example, it is not insurmountable to detect and model them all manually. On larger SoS models, however, the risk of manual generation of scenario variants increases with the number of SoS participants and all their possible behaviors. Nonetheless, architects are often asked to capture these vast numbers of possible behaviors, and often in a project environment already tightly constrained by schedule and budget. Manual modeling of scenario variants, being largly constrained by the time and resources available to generate and verify/validate them, is therefore an unattractive proposition in any design effort expected to produce a functional, modular, maintainable, and predictable SoS.
C. Automated Use Case Scenario Generation with MP
MP uses the principle of "separation of concerns" to model system behaviors separately, and knit those separate system models together with SoS-level interactions and constraints, also specified separately. These separations enable the MP event trace generator to produce a set of SoS-level use case scenarios that is not only comprehensive, but guaranteed exhaustive, up to a specified scope limit [3] . In other words, 100% of all possible use case scenarios are generated, with no behavior combinations overlooked inside that scope. Scope limit comes into play wherever there is iteration, or loops, in a behavior model. In MP, loops may occur zero or more times, or one or more times. The scope is the maximum number of times the loop is permitted to run. A small scope is recommended to minimize run completion time, which depends on model size and is usually in the seconds to few minutes range on the Firebird implementation [8] . Jackson's small scope hypothesis that most errors can be exposed using a small scope [9] suggests there are rapidly diminishing returns on computationally and temporally expensive runs at higher scopes. Although to date no behaviors have been found above scope 3 that are not already present in some shape at scope 3, one can only claim the model is exhaustive up to the run scope.
Use of the small scope hypothesis for automated use case scenario generation has so far been a very effective compromise between the current state of comparatively sparse scenario coverage resulting from manual use case scenario generation and being able to provide a guarantee of 100% scenario coverage at all scopes, which is expensive and not as user-friendly as the following light weight method. Reference [2] highlights four recent case studies of MP models in which significant findings were made at small scopes, each resulting in the specification of important new requirements that had, until that point, been overlooked. The HADR model in this paper is well-bounded and does not expose emergent behaviors as significant as the examples in [2] , instead focusing primarily on illustrating the modeling approach for creating a comprehensive set of use case scenarios.
The method for generating a comprehensive set of valid use case scenarios has five steps, which are repeated as needed until all generated use case scenarios match expectations: 1) model the system behaviors, 2) model the system interactions, 3) verify the results, 4) validate the results, and 5) document counterexamples that violate expectations.
1) Model the system behaviors:
First, each system is modeled as a root event, which is composed of a sequence of events, as in the following pattern:
ROOT System: Event_A Event_B Event_C;
where all the events between the colon and the semicolon are included in the system, Event A precedes Event B, and Event B precedes Event C. Precedence and inclusion are the two basic relations in any MP grammar rule. Ordered events may also be stacked on separate lines, for readability. The events inside each root are composed using logical operators such as alternate ( B | C ), optional [ B ] , zero or more iteration (*B*), one or more iteration (+B+), and concurrency {B, C}. The MP event grammar is typed as text code in this example. A prototype graphical editor for MP code is also under development [10] for those who will prefer a graphical specification approach using familiar notations, so those readers are encouraged to view this code as a sort of "typed out" diagram and keep in mind that MP's main value propositions are its exhaustive use case generation capability and the consequential analyses that can be done on such a set.
The GCS Operator behaviors are described using the MP event grammar as follows. The UAV behaviors are described in MP as follows, where the /*…*/ brackets denote a comment, and the orange text denotes composite events (events that include other events). Each composite event has its own separate grammar rule. Finally, the Physical Environment behavior for this example follows below (either presenting a target signature that can be detected, or not).
ROOT Environment: (* Present_target_signature *);
Note that the MP event grammar does not permit recursion.
2) Model the system interactions:
Next, dependencies among events in the different systems are captured as interactions. The UAV and GCS Operator share the event End_search at the bottom of each of their sequences. A shared event between or among multiple roots is captured as follows.
UAV, GCS_Operator SHARE ALL End_search;
The coordinate statements that follow are used to capture a precedence dependency between events in different roots. A DO loop picks up pairs of events in different roots, and ADD puts a precedence relation between them. Variables $a and $b are used as temporary parking places for events that should have the interaction relationship created. E.g., the first statement below requires Send_UAV_video from the UAV to always precede Receive_UAV_video from the GCS_Operator. 3) Verify the results: After root behaviors and interactions are specified and checked for typos and syntax errors, the model is run and verification of the use case scenarios begins. The derivation process guarantees that all traces for the limited scope are obtained. Running at scope 1 in an MPenabled tool such as [8] or [10] is often sufficient for spotting general logic errors, forgotten interactions, and logically questionable or unreasonable sequences. E.g., Fig. 4 shows an example sequence generated from the current specification. In this particular sequence, a missing interaction between the UAV and GCS Operator is spotted. The Health_normal event should precede the Receive_status event. Upon re-running the model at scope 1 and re-inspecting the use case scenario sequence diagrams, we verify that the desired precedence relation has been achieved in all scenarios. However, we also notice that the number of generated scenarios has decreased from twenty-four to sixteen, and upon further inspection, that all failure mode cases have disappeared from the set. The reason for this is that the above coordinate statement is now over-constraining the model: it requires, in all scenarios containing a Receive_status, that Health_normal precede it. Coordination operations are constraints that prune the derivation process; this constraint has caused the failure mode scenarios to be pruned. To relax this constraint and allow failure mode scenarios to be admitted again to the set, the coordinate statement must be modified as follows, which permits either Health_normal or Failure_mode from the UAV to precede Receive_status from the GCS_Operator. The count of use case scenarios now back to twenty-four, continued inspection of the event trace diagrams from a verification perspective produces just one further concern: UAV video is only being sent in some of the scenarios. To see exactly how many of these scenarios are affected, we can mark the traces with the following command. When the twelve marked traces are inspected more closely, it becomes apparent that any trace with Health_normal should also have Send_UAV_video, for consistency with the narrative, which implies that UAV video is always transmitted unless there is a failure mode. This requirement can be enforced with the following constraint, which ensures that if the Health_normal event is present in a scenario, the Send_UAV_video is also present.
ENSURE #Health_normal > 0 -> #Send_UAV_video > 0;
Logical constraints are used to ensure only certain scenarios are admitted to the set of use case scenarios, and as such, are considered formal requirements. The added constraint prunes the set down to sixteen scenarios, which are now ready for validation by subject matter experts (SMEs) -those who can confirm whether or not the behaviors exhibited in the use case scenario set are acceptable.
4) Validate the results:
Once the model has been purged of typical errors or typos of a verification nature, we get to the core advantage of MP modeling, and that is to inspect the automatically generated scenarios from a validation perspective. Are all the systems exhibiting behaviors that stakeholders expect to see? Are any exhibiting behaviors that stakeholders do not want to see in the real system? Are there other possible behaviors not seen in the set, but ought to be in the set? Are there behaviors that have questionable validity, or might lead to a failed mission outcome under certain circumstances? Answering these questions is a task for a human, and the comprehensive set of machine-generated use cases stimulates the human inspector to think of many more combinations of behaviors than are present in a comparatively sparse set of manually generated use case scenarios. During this process, the human also uses a bank of past memories or experiences that stokes a creative process of filling in possible details surrounding each automatically generated scenario, as (s)he inspects each one. See reference [2] for four different examples of validation discoveries with MP modeling, including previously overlooked high-consequence or worstcase scenarios that were conceived when provided with a palette of scenarios composed from MP models.
To help with the validation process, traces may be automatically annotated with some summary information to assign a name to each trace, and to help inspectors identify their distinguishing characteristics. An example of a trace annotation command is provided below.
IF #Health_normal > 0 THEN SAY "UAV health was normal"; FI;
Figs. 5, 6 and 7 provide examples of use case scenarios automatically generated, which are part of the set of sixteen that are ready for inspection and validation by a wider SME community. Note that the wider community of SMEs need not have any MP expertise at all to provide their feedback and desired corrections on this set of graphical use case scenarios, since the output is presented in a familiar-looking sequence diagram format. The UAV health was normal, it detected a target of interest, and the mission was ended following bingo fuel. This is the same scenario as depicted in Fig. 2 , except it is more detailed, showing events that do not involve interactions as well as events that have interactions. Fig. 6 . Trace #8: The UAV has had a failure mode, but continues to follow the search pattern and stream video concurrently with implementing a predefined failsafe behavior. A target signature was presented by the Environment but was missed by the UAV. Fig. 7 . Trace #4: The UAV has had a failure mode and implements a predefined failsafe behavior. There is no streaming video, but the UAV is still able to detect and report a target that turns out to be mission-related.
5) Document counterexamples.
Every counterexample of unwanted behavior that is produced using this method should be documented before being purged through model changes. It is tempting to skip this step since many counterexamples are easily fixed by adding constraints or changing and re-running the model, but taking the time to document each counterexample before purging it provides evidence for design decisions, the value of the method, as well as its cost saving potential. For example, Fig. 7 depicts a scenario in which there is no streaming video yet the UAV is still able to provide some useful funtionality. This combination of events stimulates the inspection team to ask for clarification about the particulars of when such a scenario may be valid and when it may be invalid.
This example was limited to three systems (roots) and their interactions during one phase of a mission. These roots may be reused in other mission scenarios by modifying the environment and adding new roots. For larger SoS models that contain more participants and mission phases, many more scenarios may be generated. When the number of scenarios exceeds a certain number, say, over 20, manual inspection of the automatically generated use case scenarios becomes unreasonable. This is where assertion checking enters the picture, which provides the modeler with the ability to state a requirement formally as a desired model property, and check the whole set of use case scenarios for the presence or absence of that property. The run results then flag the set of use case scenarios that violate the asserted requirement, which can be studied to determine the sequence of events that led to the undesired property. The modeler then updates the MP specification and re-runs the assertion check until the check returns no counterexamples.
IV. CONCLUSIONS AND WAY AHEAD
This paper presented an approach for specifying SoS behaviors through automatic use case scenario generation using MP. The model-building details and advice provided should help readers repeat the approach on a SoS of their own interest. Using MP-enabled automated tools, every possible SoS-level behavior is generated automatically for verification, validation, and counterexample documentation. The main value of creating these comprehensive sets of use case scenarios thus far has been their use in exposing emergent behaviors that may have otherwise gone unnoticed. A process of refutation using assertion checking now also allows one to state requirements for behaviors that must be avoided, and prove that they are absent from the design up to a specified scope limit.
Comprehensive use case scenario generation with MP enables a more complete analysis of customer needs and requirements earlier in a system's lifecycle, compared with long-established manual use case generation methods currently applied throughout government and industry. This increase in coverage makes the set of MP-generated use case scenarios preferred data sources for answering typical SoS analysis questions concerning system behavior, performance, schedule, cost, risk and reliability -all active areas of sponsored or doctoral research. Integration with graphical notations such as SysML is underway to gain the new scenario coverage and V&V benefits delivered by MP in familiar notations and tools.
